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THE GAME 
 
In this game you will lead Def Kurgan through five levels packed with booming action. 
Each of these levels is made up of hoards of enemies who will grow in number and strength 
as your character advances. You will also have to fight against five end-of-level enemies. 
 
Enemies:  
 
THE FATMAN    : The most feared warrior in the forest of Gamourla. He has a steel ball and  
                       is able to smash rocks and giant trees. 
 
Wolf Dragon         :  Awakened by Lord Adder from from an age-old dream, the legendary 
                                  wolf-dragon of the graveyards of Gamourla is now defending the way 
                                  that will lead you to Lord Adder’s fortress. 
 
Blue Demon          : Lord Adder’s right-hand. He has the ability to show up and vanish, 
                                  transporting himself at lightning speed. 
 
Two vampires   :  These  two vampires are Lord Adder’s personal bodyguard.  
                                   They always are together and combine their attacks in a  
                                   deadly way. 
 
ITEMS /CONTROL  
 
1 UP                       :  Add on extra life to your scoreboard 
Skull                       :  You loose a life 
Arrow                     :  You choose the arrow as your weapon 
Fire                         :  You will be able to hurl powerful and swift fire flames 
Thunder                  :  With it, you will be able to throw mighty thunderbolts  

with your hands even though they will be a liitle slow. 
 
Pressing F1 pauses the game  and displays the control panel which includes your current 
score, hi-score, available items and remaining lives. 
 
Every 50000 points you will get an extra life. According to the enemies power and level, 
points will range from 100 to 1000. 
 
INSTALLATION: 
 
The game can easily be copied by transferring the files to harddisk or Compact flash 
And as a bonus it has Moonsound Music.  
 
STAFF 
Moaitech                                         : Game  and distribution non exclusive version Spanish. 
MSX Club Hnostar           :  Original cover and manual 
Sunrise Foundation (For MSX)      :  Exclusive version and PDF-manual 
 
This software has become freeware as respect to the makers and their expressed wish. 


